
 

 100% Mesh Diner 
 Full custom created textures 
 Fully detailed interior 
 Copy/mod permissions 
 Total of 41 custom made animations 
 Interactive stools (19 animations) 
 Interactive dual sit booths (18 animations) 
 Interactive payphone (2 animations) 
 Base build only 42 LAND IMPACT 
 Scripted lighting 
 Working blinds 



 Dimensions 20mx10m 

Additional bonus items 

o Interactive pinball machine (2 animations) 
o Prop jukebox 
o Additional “DINER” variant sign 

 



 

 

A mixture of detailed textures and mesh items make up this build. 

A great deal of care was taken to construct every single item you see 
on the above pictures. With various interactive items making this 
perfect for any rp scenario. Additional spaces have been made 
available also to add extras if needed, with the copy/mod permissions 
you can add whatever you want to this build. 



 

 

With functioning lights with auto turn on at night options. 

Functioning blinds (Up & Down only , no tilt) 

This build should give you everything you need from a diner. 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



STOOLS 

 

The stools come with 19 animations in total including rezzable menu 
options for your avatar to sit and eat/drink as well as sit and chill. 

*ALL ANIMATIONS FEATURED HAVE BEEN CREATED BASED ON 
WHAT I FEEL IS THE BEST AVERAGE AVATAR SIZE FOR BOTH MALE 
AND FEMALE.* 

Due to the varying sizes of avatars I feel I’ve done the best happy 
medium in ensuring animations look and fit to as many avatar sizes 
as possible. If you find it doesn’t look quite right. Using avsitter 
personal position options you can simply adjust your position, save, 
and with that the furniture will remember your position for next time. 

Using the AVsitter scripting system. This enables easy rez items to 
place drinks/cutlery and food straight in your hands via a simple 
prompt. Simply click yes and items will rez in hands. 



Stool is also tintable if you wish to change its colour 

Note- scripts or not modify. But if you own avsitter you will still be 
able to add new animations. 

MALE SITS 

 

 

 

FEMALE SITS 



 

 

BOOTHS 

 

 



Each booth comes with a total of 18 animations with some additional 
mirrored animations. 

The menu has been set up in a way that allows a second sitter to sit 
at the booth whilst not interfering with what the first sitter was doing. 
Eg- sitter 1 is sitting on the left drinking coffee, sitter 2 sits down 
opposite and decide to start eating a burger. 

These will not conflict. 

Each option for male and female sits but have a left and right option 
so with a little adjusting you can even sit side my side if you wish. 

And the personal position save option provided with AVsitter will 
remember it for next time. 

 



 

 

 

Male sits (each with left and right options) 

 



 

Female Sits (each with left and right options) 

 



PHONE BOOTH 

Using AVsitter, 2 animations (1 male, 1 female) can be used giving the 
added bonus of auto rezzing a phone handle in your hand…no more 
talking into thin air! 

 

BONUS ITEMS 

 

Additional “DINER” generic sign also available if you don’t like the 
name Greasy’s Diner. Or additionally you could make your own 
personal sign. 



 

1 Land Impact - PROP JUKEBOX 

1 Land Impact – PINBALL MACHINE (2 animations) 

  



 

 

 


